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Vito Acconci's plan to link Anzac
memorials is a bridge too far for some in
Hobart
Collector David Walsh supports plan to mark Gallipoli centenary
in Tasmanian capital but heritage experts object
By Gareth Harris. Web only
Published online: 12 January 2015

Acconci Studio's bridge would link The Cenotaph and Soldiers Memorial Avenue, which
are separated by a highway

The Australian gambling magnate and museum founder David Walsh is
hoping that the New York-based artist and architect Vito Acconci will
transform the urban landscape of Hobart, the Tasmanian capital, with a
radical new piece of public architecture. But there has been a mixed
response to the move from local architectural and heritage experts.

Acconci Studio’s design is for a publicly accessible bridge linking two areas
of the Queens Domain (a central, 200-hectare green space): the Soldiers
Memorial Avenue and the historic riverside Cenotaph, Tasmania’s main
commemorative military monument. The aim is to reintegrate the war
memorials into the city, which will mark the 100th anniversary in April of the
Australian and New Zealand Corps’ (Anzac) landing at Gallipoli during the
First World War.

Acconci, who is best known for his controversial 1972 performance piece
Seedbed, in which he masturbated beneath a ramp built into the floor of
New York’s Sonnabend Gallery, participated in the “Future Hobart” forum
last June. The symposium was part of the popular annual Dark Mofo food
and arts festival organised by Walsh. 

“David did pay to bring Acconci out to start a conversation with the city
council,” says Delia Nicholls, a research curator at Walsh’s Museum of Old
and New Art, which is just outside Hobart. “We stepped away at that point,
as we didn’t want it to become ‘our project’; rather, we wanted the council
to work with the residents on any idea that emerged.”

The bridge, comprising a multiple maze split into three levels, would cross
the Tasman Highway, and all three sections of the walkway would
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DAVID WALSH, HOBART
I submitted this some time ago but it has appeared: Although, as stated,
I contributed the cost of Vito's trip to Tasmania, I am implacably opposed
to his proposal. It reminds me of a Charlie Brown book report- the best
that a fading talent could do the night before a deadline. I had hoped for
far better, and probably owe a few apologies to those whose time and
money I wasted. I am, however, somewhat salved by the knowledge that
there is no realistic chance of a Vito 'inspired' project proceeding.
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STEVE, GLASGOW
It looks like just another display of the rampant and unchecked ego that
is the only requirement to be a successful modern conceptual artist (or
Zaha Hadid-style architect). Is trampling all over the memory of the dead
a price worth paying just to see a giant hamster maze?

15 
CET

DR DAVID STEPHENS, CANBERRA
Surely we are past building bricks and mortar memorials to failed military
exploits of a century ago. Build it if it works aesthetically but call it
something else.

15 ANNA WALDMANN, SYDNEY

interconnect. “All the surfaces of the maze are riddled with holes, from tiny
to less or more than tiny; each of the many multiple mazes surrounds an
empty open space,” says a spokesman for the studio. “You retrace your
steps back and forth, and find your way from one maze to another, up and
down and up again.” 

The bridge is planned to lead into and through myriad rows of lights, or
“mirrored trenches”, to be installed along the Soldiers Memorial Avenue.
These would link the 536 cedar trees that commemorate Tasmanian
soldiers killed in global conflicts.

The critic Daniel Thomas, writing in Art Monthly Australia, said that last
year’s public forum recorded little interest in using the planned lighting to
encourage greater use of the avenue at night. But he says that the bridge
“would promptly transcend its role as linkage; it would become a
destination in its own right”.

Crucially, a key community organisation is backing the overhaul. “It is a
great starting point for more detailed design work and funding proposals,”
says Adrian Howard, the president of Friends of the Soldiers Memorial
Avenue, a voluntary organisation that is responsible for the upkeep of the
thoroughfare. The idea of the luminous trenches is an unexpected bonus,
he says, but this aspect may not proceed, because it could disturb rare
white-gum grassland.

Others oppose the initiative, citing concerns about the long-term impact on
the natural bushland across the Queens Domain. Ian Johnson, the principal
of two Hobart-based companies, the architecture firm Jaid and the Historic
Sites Survey Team, says: “The plan is appealing in its own right. I also
applaud the vision, which seeks to broaden and intermingle art with our
lives. At the same time, this possible development can be seen as
destructive of the calm and poise, the responsibility and respect for liberty,
all of which the place retains.” 

Hobart City Council has provided $30,000 for the concept development of
the bridge. “Studio Acconci’s proposal will be included in future thinking
about Queens Domain,” says Jane Castle, the council’s cultural
programmes co-ordinator. 
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CET How brilliant. Another fantastic reason to visit Hobart beyond the
aggressive beauty of MONA and the delicate elegance of GASP. I do
hope the City finds the money or can convince the State and Federal
Governments to contribute. There is such a paucity of visionary, stunning
structures and buildings in Australia .
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